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Note: 1. This question paper contains two parts A and B. 

 2. Part A is compulsory which carries 25 marks. Answer all Questions in part A. 

3. Part B consists of 5 units. Answer any one full question from each unit. Each question    

carries 10 marks and may have a, b, c as sub questions.    

 
PART – A      [25Marks] 

1. a. What is an image map with an example      [2M] 

b. What are the HMTL tags used for formatting text.     [2M] 

c. what is the use of list tags in HTML       [2M] 

d. What iselement selector  in CSS       [2M] 

e. What is grouping why it is used for in CSS?      [2M] 

 

2. a. What are the different list tags available in HTML?       [3M] 

b. Explain HTML links with suitable examples      [3M] 

c. What is an Id Selector in CSS and how it is used?     [3M] 

d. How is the float property implmented in CSS      [3M] 

e. Give the risks involved in the Cloud.       [3M] 

 

PART – B     50 Marks 

 

3. a. Write an HTML code that will display a table of student name, rollno, total mark. [3M] 

b. Explain about the tables and frames in HTML.      [3M] 

c. Explain about headings, horizontal rule, paragraph tags with example.   [4M] 

 

OR 

4. a. Write a brief note on Internet        [3M] 

b. Draw structure of an HTML Program.       [4M] 

c. What is the use of <img> tab        [3M] 

 

5. a. How will you embed audio in HTML web pages     [5M] 

b. Discuss about the HTML forms with suitable example     [5M] 

 

OR 

 

6. a. Explain an ordered andunordered list in HTML.     [5M] 

b. Discuss Marquee tag with three examples.      [5M]  

 

7. a. What are the different CSS properties used to change dimensions and what values can they accept?[5M] 

b. How to link a sytle sheet to a HTML document?  Explain    [5M] 
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OR 

 

8. a. What are the advantages and disadvantages of External style sheets?   [5M] 

b. What are the advantages and disadvantages of Embedded Style Sheets?  [5M] 

 

9. a. Compare grouping and nesting in CSS.      [5M] 

b. How do CSS precedence / cascading rules work?  How does the important directive affect the rules?[5M] 

 

OR 

 

10. a. What is universal selector?  Explain with an example     [5M] 

b. Discuss the Table Layouts using CSS.       [5M] 

 

11. a. What is a Cloud? Explain the different types of Cloud?     [5M] 

b. Give the various benefits and challenges of Cloud.     [5M] 

 

OR 

12. Explain in detail.          

i) IaaS          [3M] 

ii) PaaS          [3M] 

iii) SaaS          [4M] 
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